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In our story of the Brazilian missionary ( who looks like Campbell!)
we told of how R. A. Torrey's The
Power of Prayer changed his life. We
can now supply that book, reprinted
many times, for 2.20.
Alex Bills, 413 7 Corbett, Oklahoma
City 7 31 I 5, boldly calls himself a
charismatic, and he is one of the
leaders of "His People Together" which
has both national and regional gatherings. Last December 200 gathered in
Oklahoma City from Disciples, Church
of Christ, Christian Church, and he
reports that some were healed and
some received the baptism of the
Holy Spirit. You might want to be
on his mailing list, for he has regular
mailouts.
A class of believers of the Carriage
Hill Church of Christ in Montgomery,
Alabama has been studying the Declaration
and Address
by Thomas
Campbell, making its way through
that document and marking vital passages. The group is wonderfully encouraged by what they have found,
realizing for the first time the riches
of their heritage in the Restoration
Movement

REVIEW

The bulletin of the Westside Church
of Christ, 11810 N. W. 19th St., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl., describes the congrLgation in these terms: "The group uf
believers at Westside is simply and
earnestly searching the entire Word of
God as we seek guidance from His
Holy Spirit. We seek not to be the
only Christians but to be Christians
only, committed to God's Son, our
resurrected
Lord and Savior, Jesus
Christ. Only in Him can we have the
victory in life that all men want but
so few recognize
true love, joy,
peace, and other results of His Holy
Spirit's working through those desiring
to 'walk in His (Jesus') steps.' "
Change did I say? Don't leave yet!

LeroyGarrett, Editor

October. 1977

Vol. 19, No. 8

Mission, under the talented leadership of Ron Durham (Ph. D., Rice),
is an unusually fine magazine these
days. The March issue was a special
on Christianity and the Arts. You
get 24 pages of goodies each month
for only $6.00 a year. The address is
Box 15024, Austin, Tx. 78761. It is
probably the most daring and most
ambitious literary project in the history
of Churches of Christ.

Our new price for this journal is $4.00 per year or 2 years for $ 7 .00. In
clubs of five or more $2.00 per name per year. Please help us to reach
more concerned folk by sending this paper to others. We are growing and
the responses are encouraging.
Our next issue will be a special 25th anniversary edition.

Don't miss it/

Our 25th

Anniversary

Bible Talk - 1952 to 1958
Restoration Review - 1959 to 1977
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Principles of Unity and Fellowship
RECEIVING

A BROTHER

BECAUSE

HE IS A BROTHER

(Or A Sister Because She Is A Sister)
Receive one another, therefore, even as Christ has received
_!'Oil,
/or the g/orv of God.
Rom. 15: I 7

Now tell me, with the scriptures in
hand, is there any basis for our receiving one another in Christ, except that
we are brothers and sisters 9 I am not
to receive you because of your age,
sex, cultural background, or political
persuasion. Nor on the basis of how
much you agree with me on this or
that interpretation
of scripture. Nor
on the basis of whether you are right
or wrong on this or that point of doctrine or practice.
If acceptance
depended on our
agreements, then our fellowship would
be very tenuous indeed, a bout as
shaky as Jello. If either of us changed
our mind, without the other changing
hers, our fellowship would ipso facto
end just like that. Ipso jacto means
"by that very fact" and it is appropriate to this problem, for our hangup is
that we can't enjoy fellowship by the
very fact of our disagreements To put
it another way: one must be jaithjii/
to be received, but we make faithful
mean a conformity to our way of seeing things, not loyalty or dedication to
Jesus as Lord. If a sister now supposes
that she can speak in tongues. or does
speak in tongues, she can no longer be
received. If a brother believes he has
the gift of healing and begins to pray
hr the sick as never before, well. too

bad for him in some circles, for he is
barred from the fellowship of the
saints even if he is out healing the sick.
Or it's someone's position on the
millennium. Or it's societies or agencies. Or instrumental music. Or something.
Could this possibly be what Jesus
came to bring us when he came to
make us sisters and brothers? It is not
possible, for the Jews already had that
kind of religion in the legalism of the
Pharisees. They watched Jesus to see if
he violated some infraction of their
law, not to sec whdher he led men
and women closer to God.
Jesus makes us brothers, not on the
ground of our conformity to a doctrinal standard, however sound that standard may be, but on the basis of our
relationship to God. Wherever God has
a daughter, I have a sister, and I am to
accept her for that reason.
The other evening Ouida was gabbing with one of our dear sisters following our assembly here in Denton. I
stepped into the picture long enough
to assure her that I too loved her, and
then added, "When a man can say that
to a woman with his wife sitting beside
her it must be for real." She responded
with something like "Oh, it's for real,
all right," appreciating the affection
that we both have for her. Widowhood
has not been easy for her, and she likes
to tell us how much she and her husband loved each other.
Sister! Brother' Those relationships

A BROTIIFR
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should be deep and meaningful, but
they are vacuous and vaporous if they
rely on doctrinal agreement. Ouida
and I love and accept this woman because she is our sister in the Lord. not
because she agrees with us, which she
probably doesn't. Insofar as fellowship
is concerned her agreements or disagreements with our points of view are
completely beside the point. True. disagreements may in some circumstances
place a strain on the fellowship, and
that is why we are urged to love and
forebear, so as to preserve the unity of
the Spirit in the bond of peace. But
agreement can never be the basis of the
acceptance, for then fellowship would
be grounded in intellectual attainment
rather
than a loving relationship.
William Barclay tells the story of a
veteran French soldier, known for his
valor, saying to a recent recruit who
was shaking in his boots with fear in
the face of the enemy, "Come with
me, and we 'II do something fine for
France." Their love for country was
their common bond, and only that
could transcend their differences in
age, experience. ability, and knowledge.
If we have to wait for a sister to
catch up with us before we can put an
arm around her and say, "Come with
us, we'll do something fine for Christ
and the church," then we only have a
party, not the Body of Christ. The
brother who is wrong needs us even
more than the one who is right, and
we are to receive him in spite of his
errors, because he is a brother. This
does not mean that doctrinal errors are
unimportant,
but it docs mean that
they are to be worked out within the
fellowship. If he is God's son, then he
is family, and we are to work on our
problems as a famil_v.

fl/:
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What saith the scriptures? Rom.
15:7 states the basis upon which we
are to receive one another: as Christ
has rccei;·,·d _\'Oil. It doesn't require
much self-examination for us to realize that Jesus did not receive us because we were right or because we
were associated with the correct party.
It was ·'while we were yet sinners" and
with all sorts of hangups, and rather
steeped
in ignorance,
that Jesus
reached out to us. This 1s the ground
upon which we are to receive each
other. There can be no other. If we
have to give each other some kind of
loyalty test before we can receive each
other. then brotherhood has no meaning. I am to love and accept you because you are my brother. If it is for
any other reason, it is that that is
deemed really important
and not
brotherhood itself. If you take me in
because I happen to be right like you,
I have no assurance that brotherhood
will continue even if it has begun. I
want to be loved for what I am,
God's child and your brother, and not
because I belong to the party.
Notice the therefore in Rom. 15:7:
"Receive one another, therefore, as
Christ has received you." That word
takes us back to all those principles of
unity and brotherhood
set forth in
chapter 14: I through I 5: 6. The first
paragraph of chap. 14 shows that sisters and brothers will differ: "one believes one way and another believes
another way" is what he is saying.
Verse I tells us to receive "the man
who is weak in the faith" (that is, the
one who has a problem with the differences) but not for the purpose of arguing with him. Never mind about disputing with him, but rcceire him, the
apostle is saying. Why? Because he is
your brother. There can be no sounder
reason.

R!STOR/1
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Thne is also the principle· of "the
servant of another," and it alone will
free us from our judgmental atlitudcs_
Verse 4 lays it on us: "Who are you to
pass judgment on the servant of :mother." You may be my brother but
you arc not my servant, anJ ,o l don't
have to give an account fu1
. And,
so, I don't need to judge y(,c1 as if I
did! It is before your uwn 111:istcrthat
you stand or fall. So, what am I to do?
Recc1vc you 1 Isn't it lwautiful'' I don't
have to worry about judging you, or
,'valuating your sincerity, for your
master is going to do that.
lie goes on to talk about the principle of peace and edification: "Let us
then pursue what makes for 1,cace and
mutual upbu1ld111g" (verse I 9). lie tells
us that we no longer "walk in love·· if
we allow our ins,·ns1tiv1ty to injure a
brother (verse 15 ). We are to do what
plcaSL'S our hrothc·r, not ourselves, and
thus edify him (15:3). Weare to live in
harmony with each other so as to
glorify God 1ogethcr(IS:5-6l
Then comes th,~ 1hcr('/i1rc In view
of all these principles of brotherhood,
we are to re-ccivc each other as Christ
has received us. It is a great lesson, and
as with all great lessons we are all too
slow to learn it and mak1: proper
application.
Wl11lc at lkth,111y thh past sumrner
for ;i conference I spent some time
with a dc·ar hrolhn. a prnfcs.sor in the
college, who had lost his beautiful wife
only 1:Jst year. In the trauma of her
passing he was shown compassion by a
Church of Christ up J\orth whne she
was hospital1Lcd. though they are Dis-I
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Denton,

ciplcs of Christ. lie was touched by
their kindness and tenderness, calling
on hn and praying with her, and loving them both. When this brother
stepped into a circle of Church of
Christ scholars from down South, he
continued
to enjoy this acceptance.
But when a historian from Alabama
explained
that in his churches he
would nol even be called on to lead a
prayer. much less to speak, he was
visibly sad,kned.
Like all of us, he needs and wants
to he accepted, simply as a brother.
And has the right, under God, as His
child. to be loved and \Velcomcd by all
of God's family We sm when we do
not \lielcome him. God never intended
that we accept each other on the basis
of seeing everything alike. God pity us
when our view of brotherhood is that
warped.
Whc·n I see Jesus in you, how can I
help but love and welcome you? lf I
love Jesus. whorn I have not seen. I
will love those who bear his likeness
that l do sec. We are to love and welcome each other for what we are, and
be hanged with all the hangups'
As I finished tl11Sarticle, I had a call
from Dalton Porter of Mabank, Texas,
who ministers to Beacon Church of
Christ in Gun Barrel, one of our freer
churches. I le told me of this brother
of "Non-cooperative''
persuasions \vho
is having difficulty being accepted by
the churches in that area. They want
him to change his convictions and believe like they believe. Dalton told
him. "We'll welcome you just as you
are." That's it'
-tlze /;'dllor
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In the history of our Movement
we've had literally thousands of journals sent forth from the press. Printer's
ink has !lowed in the veins of our leaders, as the historians like to put it.
Most of thi.:sc papers survived only a
few years and many of them only a
few issues. Only a very few indcnl
have prevailed for a quarter of a century, and fewer still have gone th;1t
long with the same editor. While there
is no particular virtue in mere survival,
we pause after these 25 years to thank
God that He has given us the strength
and the wherewithal to hang in for so
long.
It is probable tlrnt most of our
readers have never even seen a copy of
old Rih/e Talk, which is \,·hat we wt·rt'
called for the first six years, beginning
in October, l 952. Artist Tom Farr. a
brother in our congregation here in
Denton. has come up with a creation
that will give you an idea what we first
looked like. The first issue was soon in
short supply. and all the 64 issues of
Bihle Talk have long since been unattainable, though we continue to get re-

quests for them. We published all 12
months for the first two years, resi:rving the July and August issues for
c·vangdistic purposes. In October 1954
we went on a schedule of ten issues a
year, skipping July and August, which
has been our plan ever since, except
that the first five years of Restoration
Review
were issued on a quarterly
basis.
Our very first paragraph to be presented to the public was a statement
of purpose:
Simply stated, our purpose in this
paper is to do all the good we can
and no harm at all. We may not succeed in such a purpose but ·.ve shall
try. The mission of this new paper is
primarily to the church. We feel that
the church faces grave dangers, and
these dangers must be faced if the
church is to triumph, "Bible Talk"
docs not pose as a rcforml'r of the
church, Neither does it claim to
know all the answers or to be a panacea for all our ills, It only wants to
help in some small way in the battle
that is obviously before us. It has
something to say and its only request
is that it might be given a fair
hearing,

1201
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This gives you some idea what we look like. From our house to yours,
with love. - Ouida and Leroy

//j/j
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In that editorial l identified some
of the problems. "The church needs
more personal study and more private
prayer. It needs more piety and consecration," I observed, and I further
made it clear that I was going to fight
our entrenched pastor system: "That
we have a pastor system is generally
conceded even by the more liberal
element. The college president to
whom we have referred said in his lecture about our dangers; 'There is a tendency toward the pastor system.' And
in repeating that speech on one occasion he left his manuscript to add:
'And I apologize for the word tendency 1 ' This paper will not shun a full
treatment of all such subjects, whether
thl'y be tendencies or actualities." I
zeroed in on what I conceived to be
the real culprits: "We feel that institutionalism
and professionalism
are
teammates in that inauspicious game
of apostasy into which they have together enticed the church. The bride
of Christ is being escorted into religious prostitution with professionals
on one arm and institutions on the
other."
But there is one statement in that
first editorial that I would now say diffcrrntly: "Mankind has had the gospel
for two thousand years and yet today
less than one-tenth of one percent of
the human race is in the church of
Christ." While the Iigh t had begun to
break even then, I was still something
of an exclusivist about the Church of
Christ.
Well, as the months and years
slipped by we were accused of writing
on nothing except the pastor system,
which was hardly the case. As I look
back on those years I think some of
my very best writing, on many differ-

RFV/EW

ent themes, were in those early volumes. Some of it was written at Harvard, while I was finishing my Ph.D. in
the history and philosophy of religion,
so I had the stimulation of that very
unique environment. I met one student there, a mature woman, who had
fled from behind the Iron Curtain. We
told her story, without revealing her
name for her own protection, in two
installments, the kind of material that
might have appeared in something like
ReaJers' Digest.
My "Letters from Harvard" dealt
with my ex ptrience of dining at the
Graduate School with students from
all over the world, or about my visit to
a Quaker meeting in Cambridge, or
about my visit with an Episcopal priest
(also a Ph.D. candidate) at his humble
abode where he lived on $5.00 a week,
or about my preaching at Boston
Common where I immersed a man
into Christ one wintry evening. I spent
five months away from home at Harvard in I 956, writing my thesis. Ouida
and our newly-adopted Phoebe were in
Dallas. So the paper for that year reflects that experience, including a siege
in the Harvard infirmary, where doctors were never able to diagnose the
severL' pains that wracked my back,
which I had never had before or have
had since. When I told one of Harvard's top surgeons that a friend had
written that perhaps I was too anxious
about getting my work done and was
suffermg "anticipatory
anxiety," he
asked me to repeat that term. He playfully rejoined, repeating that weighty
term. "Maybe that's it!"
I finally got tired of the infirmary
and asked my doctor to let me out,
pain or no pain. I went back to the
library, to the one spot that I hallowed

WE'RE 25 YEARS OLD!

with hundreds of hours of hard work,
and wrote my thesis, holding my left
shoulder with my right hand and writing with my left hand-which
is the
hand I write with anyhow! I conned
the janitor of the library into letting
me in when he came to work, long before the library opened, and the student workers would allow me to stay
on after they closed the doors late at
night. After months of that I earned
the reputation from my major professor for being "the most industrious
student" he had ever seen. It was my
industry that impressed him more than
my intelligence! What he didn't know
was that I was No. 2 and was therefore
trying harder. I was out to prove that
a high school dropout could take a
Ph.D from Harvard, and I am probably
the only one who ever did. Too, Ouida
was back home, so I was in a hurry.
I was determined to finish my thesis that spring, so I presumptiously
filed a request for the Ph.D. for Commencement that year. Prof. Amos
Wilder, both sympathetic and amazed
rebuked me with "You can't do that'.
No one has ever done a thesis that
quickly.'' I was adamant. As they became more demanding, I worked all the
harder. They would turn my chapters
back to me with all sorts of suggestions for further research, and I would
turn them back to them with all that
they asked for and more. I hired an
expert linguist to help me with difficult theological French and German
passages, and called on him at all hours
of the day and night. The deadline
came and I didn't make it, to no one's
surprise except my own. I went home
to Ouida and Phoebe. I went back to
Harvard the next year for several more
weeks and finished. But I didn't wait
around for Commencement, which is
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one of the most impressive displays of
academic pomp in the world. The
postman delivered my Ph.D. to me at
my front door back in Dallas later that
year. Ouida and I laughed about how
ingloriously I had received the top degree from one of the world's greatest
universities. It was something like
getting the utility bill! But, my inferiority complex being what it was or is
it did me a lot of good, even if it did
come to me through the screen door.
Anyway, those were Bible Talk
years, for along with my thesis I edited
the paper. By 1955 I had begun to
write on "The Sin of Exclusiveness,"
in which I said: "We are not to consign all the people to hell who are not
identified with us. Neither are we tD
conclude that there are no Christians
in other religious bodies. All who obey
the Lord's word belong to the church
of Jesus Christ. There may be many
who are 'not far from the kingdom of
God' who need our encouragement
more than our censure. Let us not forget that God does have people in Babylon, and they are his people (Rev.
18:4)." In those dayslrananumber
of series of studies in church history,
growing out of my Harvard studies,
such as the early Christians and war
and Judaism in the time of Christ.
My favorite article from those early
years, if not of my entire editorial
career, was the one I did on "Harvard
University and Freed-Hardeman College: A Study in Contrasts." in which I
said: "Harvard can be moral without
being Christian, but FHC cannot be
Christian without being moral." I laid
bare some facts about both institutions. While blacks were not allowed
when I studied at FHC, I learned to
study with them at Harvard. I wrote:
"When it takes the nation's courts to
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lead FHC to do what its own recognized principles could not inspire it to
do, then its influence is basically immoral."
While I was at Harvard it came under severe attack from "the right" for
its liberalism in general and its "harboring of Communists" in particular.
Rockefeller had given the university a
million dollars and some fellow in the
mid west charged that it was a waste of
money, and he issued a long document
discrediting Harvard on several counts.
What was impressive about all this was
that I read all these charges on the
Harvard bulletin board in the Yard.
The officials were quite open to any
charges anyone wished to make, and
they had no qualms about passing
them along for the students to read
and to decide for themselves. That's
freedom!
In drawing a contrast with this kind
of openness, I told how FHC cringes in
the face of criticism, as most of our
colleges are inclined to do, and
squelches any dissident voice, if it can,
even to the point of putting its own
people in jail. I spoke with authority
on that score, for I was the one they
put in jail! That episode, which I described in detail in the Feb., 1955
issue of Bible Talk, proved to be one
of the most explosive incidents in our
entire history as a people. Virtually
every paper among us had something
to say about it. Only Ketcherside's
Mission Messenger, in its lead article,
Leroy Garrett Jailed!, took issue with
what FHC had done, though Jimmy
Lovell's paper in California described
it as "the most shameful event" in our
recent history. The Guardian wrote on
"The Ins and Outs of Leroy Garrett"
and the Gospel AdFocate had several
articles designed to patch up what

FHC had done, including the charge
that "We cannot believe he is a normal
man." They had one article signed by
26 preachers, exonerating the FHC
authorities for throwing me in the
cooler for the night.
In the meantime I was weighing the
question in my editorials a1 to whether
I should sue FHC for false arrest,
armed as I was with their dismissal of
the charge of disturbing the peace. I
challenged them to make it clear as to
whether they were really a private
institution, as they claimed, in which
case I would sue them and take over a
dormitory for damages, if need be; or
whether they were actually a church
institution, as I claimed, in which case
I wouldn't sue them since I didn't
believe in suing the church!
In those days I was the most controversial figure among us, and I was
the issue in several of the papers. I
made front page copy in the Gospel
Advocate for weeks on end. You can
see that with all my popularity these
days I have wonderfully improved my
standing!
It was just as well that I had long
since decided that I could never expect
to be supported financially by our
people, nor did I want to be in that
situation. Before Harvard days I taught
in high schools. My Harvard degree
was my union card into the world of
acadame. I started teaching in college
in 1957 and have continued in that
work since that time, though in recent
years it has been only on part-time
basis, other business interests making
this possible. After all, the very first
cover of Bible Talks had these words
from Alexander Campbell: "It is a
rarity, seldom to be witnessed, to see a
person boldly opposing either the doctrinal errors or the unscriptural meas-

ures of a people with whom he has
identified himself, and to whom he
looks for approbation and support. If
such a person appears in any party, he
soon falls under the frowns of those
who either think themselves wiser than
the approver, or would wish so to
appear." So Campbell had sufficiently
warned me!
But the issue of Bible Talk was the
one-man hired minister system, which
I turned every way but loose. Surely in
all our history, except perhaps with
Campbell himself, has the clergy system within any one party received
such a persistent and devastating
attack as it did in Bible Talk. I defined
it, exposed it, answered questions
about it, gave examples of it, debated
it-the works. I even hired an artist to
caricature it! I spent much time on the
scriptural function of elders and the
work of the evangelist, showing that
"the minister" is doing what the elders
and others should be doing. I called
upon our pioneers, as well as the Bible,
to show that it was never intended
that we have such a system.
The older preachers, a lot of them,
still haven't forgiven me for those
thunderous years. Nor have I asked
them to! If anything, I believe now
what I wrote then even more than I
did then. My methods may have
changed some, and certainly I have
learned to be more loving and forbearing in the face of problems that have
long been with us. Especially have I
come to see that all such issues must
be dealt with within a loving fellowship and not in a spirit of agitation.
But as I look back over those years I
see that I was, for the most part,
reasonable, moderate and loving. But I
did press the issue. I would not let up.
And, believe me, there is no way, but
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no way, to fight clericalism in the
church and not come upon hard times.
It is interesting the difference that
the years make. In more recent years
I've had even some of the older
preachers to tell me how right I was in
my fight against the system back in
Bible Talk days. I'm always tempted
to say that I could surely have used
their help then! And many of the
younger preachers confide in me their
desire to free themselves of the clerical
trap. I advise such ones to be mu! tidisciplined men who are able to support themselves apart from the church
treasury, if need by. More and more of
our men are doing this. More important, we have a growing number of free
churches that make it possible for
preachers to work with them without
having to practice the system.
Our own congregation here in Denton is an example of what I mean. It
does precisely what I pied for year
after year in Bible Talk-a free, spiritual, sharing ministry in which all who
have the gift of teaching and exhorting
can do so, led by their elders who also
minister to the congregation, and if
the church chooses to employ a man
( or woman!), let it be under such
circumstances that do not circumvent
the scriptural norm: "As each has
received a gift, employ it for one
another, as good stewards of God's
varied grace" (I Pet. 4: 10).
The Lord has really surprised me on
this score-far more than I could "ask
or think." Here is this free congregation right here in Denton, made up of
people who never heard of Bible Talk,
practicing what I labored so hard for
many years ago. And it is happening
all around. It is when churches become
free that makes the difference. When
they become free, they dump the
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system, more or less. The system is not
issue at a time, dear Savior."
only a one-man domination of the
I am using our and we so as to inpulpit, but the arrogant and brutal tacclude Ouida and not simply as the editics of sectarianism and exclusiveness
torial plural. She has yet to write her
that make impossible a free and loving
first article and has no plans of getting
fellowship of all_believers.
around to it, which means that her
So, since Bible Talk days I have
mistakes in these columns all these
come to see our problems in broader
years have been far fewer than my
perspective. The culprit is carnality in
own. But I've read hundreds of articles
all its varied forms. The antidote is to hn across the kitchen table-and it
freedom in Christ-the
freedom to
would make interesting reading if you
unite with all God's people, to love, to
had access to what she persuaded me
question, to minister, to be a little
to delete. For good or ill, I do not
different, to be the functioning Body
always listen to her, but I do more
of Christ. No clerical system, no
than I don't. I sometimes insist, "If I
system of obscurantism and partyism,
expect to really change people's thinkcan surviVc' in the face of such
ing. I have to lay it out there like it
freedom.
is." But who really knows what to
This remains our task. We called
write and how to write to the modern
ourselves Restoration Review starting
church with its many sticky problems 9
in 1959. This is our 158th issue since
These days I find myself praying more
the change of name. Our operation is about each article that I am about to
really sort of low key. The paper stays
compose, and I don't think I've always
alive and in reasonable heal th- I was
don,· that. I often feel very inadequate
intending to tell you why, but I really
for the task. Who really knows how to
don't know, unless it is that we look
be an editor?
to the Lord to bless it as our ministry
But one thing I know and that is
toward a more loving, spiritual and
the worth of Ouida by my side. She is
responsible church. We are enjoying
my crown and joy. We are fellow
being a part of the great v1ctory that
laborers in the Lord for your sake. We
has come to us all thus far. The
hope to arrange for a picture for this
future? I am sure that our labor will our 25th Anniversary Issue, so that
not be in vain. How much longer will you can see what we look like in our
we publish? It would be inappropriate
element. This is our way of sending
to have any other view than "One
special greetings to you all. - the Ed.

THE CHURCH OF WMORROW
The church of tomorrow will be much less denominational. While it may
keep the denomination as a method of getting work done, it will transcend
utterly the notion of any denominational self-sufficiency.
The church of tomorrow will bo: one in which the local church 1s a small theological semrnary It will be a place where what we have calkd laymen will learn
and study and prepare for their witness in the world. The week days will be
more important than Sundays. - Elton Trueblood

ARE WE A DENOMINATION?
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Let a man discover what he is characteristically touchy about and he will gain
valuable insight into his personal problem. - Harry Emerson Fosdick

ARE WE A DENOMINATION?
A recent full-page ad on books in
the r;ospc/ Guardian appears innocent
enough. It is a list of 25 or 3 0 commentaries, arranged under two head- .
ings, one by "Denominational
Authors" and the other "Written by
Brethren." This is, of course, common
practice among our folk, but I happen
to believe that we should now and
again call in to question that which is
common-if not unclean!
This business of the other guys
being "the denominations"
and we
"the true church" or the brethren-is
but one more expression of our cruel
exclusivism. We are sectarians when we
carve ourselves out of the Body of
Christ at large and claim to be the sum
total of that Body. We may not intend
it, but we leave the impression upon
our neighbors of being set f-righ teous
and haughty, for we see our:;elves as
the church, while they are way down
below us somewhere, mere "denominations."
This notion that all others are
denominations
beside ourselves is a
curious hangup. How can we really
expect the Chnstian world to take us
seriously when we make such claims?
We have Church of Christ papers,
Church of Christ colleges, Church of
Christ preachers, Church of Christ
publishing houses, Church of Christ
orphanages, and even Church of Christ
church builders, who finance "only for

Churches of Christ" as per their ads.
But still we are not a denomination,
who:n, by definition, a denomination
is that which has its own special name
of identity!
In the same issue of the Guardian
there were 96 ads of churches, the
"Where' to Worship when Traveling"
bit. I have noted cardully that every
one of them-without
a single exception--gives its name as "Church of
Christ" if it's named at all. Ninetythree read "Church of Christ," while
three give no name at all, only the
address.
Well, there is no need to belabor
the point. We all know that we have
"our" name and we don't want anybody else horning in on it. And that
includes those "Christian Church" folk
up north who presume to call themselves "Church of Christ," which really
fouls up our folk, for the only way
they have of telling the difference is
when they spot an organ over in the
corner-then
bang!, out the door they
go like a shot out of a cannon, lest
they be contaminated
Thomas Campbell, that genial Presbyterian
who
started this thing in this country, suggested that you identify "the Church
of Christ upon earth" by its Christlikeness. That's not bad, but why
bother with a little thing like that
when the matter can be solved by the
presence or absence of a music box l
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This "name" business is an interesting thing in our history.
James
O'Kelly, who walked out on Bishop
Asbury and became a "Republican
Methodist,"
finally decided on the
name Christian, and he started the
first "Christian Church" m the country. Through the influence of Rice
Haggard, an O'Kelly follower, the
Barton Stone churches took the same
name. Thus came the slogan "Christians Only." Somewhere along the line
we converted that saying and thus perverted the spirit that inspired it, for
"the only Christians"
is sectarian.
When the Campbells came along they
preferred Disciples. So, through most
of last century our folk were known
by three names: Christian Church,
Church of Christ, Discipks of Christ.
It is as sad as it is interesting to note
that as the Movement divided, each
group took unto itself one of these
names, generally speaking The Church
of Christ (non-instrumental)
is the
only one of the three that insists only
upon that name and does not use the
other two. The Disciples are the only
ones who still use, more or less, all
three names.
But it was a little mon: difficult to
tag our pioneers as a "denomination"
sinc·e they had several names that they
interchanged rather loosely. But when
we, in the Churches of Christ, use that
name doggedly and exclusively, it borders on the ridiculous for us to claim
to be undenominational.
It is gameplaying. No one takes it seriously, including our own folk. It is something
we are supposed to say now and again,
and we keep on dividing the church at
large into two parts, one very large and
one very tiny - "th<: denominations"
and "us", the true church I But we are
maturing with the years. In J few
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decades our editors will not have to
write articles like this, urging us to
come down off of it and face facts.
The real issue in all this is not
whether we arc a denomination,
for
the facts make that clear enough, but
whethn we arc a snt. A denomination
accepts the fact that the church is
divided :ind s<:eks to be a responsible
part of it, recognizing other denominations as Christian also. But a sect arrogates to itself the claim of being the
only true church, setting all others at
naught. I want us to move from sectarian to denominational in our attitudethen we can get down to the business
of sharing truth and making our contribution to the reformation of the
church at large, along with others.
But back to thL: (;uardian ad. Barclay, Hendriksen, Barnes, Clarke, Wescott, Bruce, Lenski, Henry, Lightfoot,
Thomas, along with scores and scores
of authors of the Interpreter's Bible,
the Pulpit Commentary, and the New
International
Commentary
arc not
honored as brothers by the Guardian.
How can the Cuardian, and all the rest
of our folk who so commonly do this
sort of thing, make such a judgment?
llow can we walk into a si.;minary
library and move along the stacks judging who is our Christian brother and
who isn't? No wonder some folk see us
a, a narrow little Tennessee-Texas sectl
We don't have to be this way.
There arc signs of progress, however, so I want this piece to encourage
you and not discourage you. The
Guardian has a rather wide view of
brotherhood after all, at least for the
Guardian. One commentary
is by a
premillennialist
(Milligan). One believed in societies (McGarvey ). One is
now a "liberal" (Foy Wallace, believe
it'). One belic:vcd there arc Christians
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in the sects am] that Baptists were his
brothers (Campbell). Bot/J sides of the
"college" question is represented (Zerr
and Woods). Even J renegade "conservative" made the list (Fudge). So did
numerous Christian Church writers
(Restoration
Library), which is confusing smcc these fellows arc usually
"denominational"
and not brethren.
This is surely fellowship of sorts, so we
should count our blessings.
Anyway, I'm encouraged more than
discouraged. The "middle wall of partition"
may still run through the
Guardian and other such places, but it
appears to be a little lower than before, so that "brothers" and "brothers
in error" can scamper back and forth
in such a way that it is hard to tell the
difference between them. And even
"denominational"
Christians arc gd-
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ting in through the back door, scores
of them, and out through the front, all
packaged up and posted, ready for
"the brethren" to read. It just shows
that "false teachers" have something
to say to the faithful Christians after
all!
I conclude
by expressing
my
appreciation for the new image the
(;uardian has proJL:cted under its new
owner, Theron N. Bohannan, and its
new editor, James W. Adams. It is a
handsome, well-edited journal. In this
same issue there is a thoughtful piece
on the degrees of sin by Vaughn Shofner, and the eulogy to the late Luther
Blackmon by the editor is a tender and
moving tribute. It is published twice
each month at 7.00 for the year. The
address is Box 1586, Lufkin, Texas
75901.
-the Fditor

Pilgrimage of Joy
MISSION MESSENGER BEGINS
W. Carl Ketcherside

I am sure we made a lot of mistakes
in the work in Saint Louis. Many of
these were the result of attitudes. I can
sec now that we were quite cxclusivistic, the first symptom of the sectarian
spirit. It is probable that we could not
have done too much to promote umty
of the brcth ren at the time because the
climate was not right. Bridges must be
built from both sides of the stream.
Our approach to unity was quite simple. If everyone else gave up what they
thought and joined in with us we
would be together. There was no other
way because we were the: Lord's
people. Our way was "the way that is

right and cannot be wrong." We were
no different in this respect than other
factions in the area. All of us thought
that our group was the one which heaven had established and all recognized
the others as apostates and teachers of
heresy.
There was a constant open season
on proselytizing. We rejoiced when
one from another group "learned the
way of truth more perfectly"' and took
his stand with us on "the old Jerusalem gospel", as we liked to think of
our puerile system of traditions and
opinions. We were all agreed upon one
thing, even if we could not agree upon
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anything else. Instrumental music had
originated with the family of Cain, was
perpetuated by Sa tan, and was the sign
and seal of spiritual departure and degradation. The Christian Churches had
sold themselves to sin and when one of
their members came around us we
"Mistered" him while we reluctantly
"Brothered" all who opposed the instruments even if we had to do it with
our fingers crossed because they were
"brothers in error."
It is obvious now that we had little
real consciousness of a vital personal
relationship with the Lord. We were all
affiliated with an institution whose
chief men were skilled in legalistic nitpicking and who could "make out a
case" for our procedural policy. Righteousness was not so much right standing with the Lord of glory, but standing right on the issues in which we
gloried. We were very negative in our
attitude toward the Holy Spirit and
sought to confine him not so much to
a compilation of printed pages, which
would have been bad enough, but to
our own understanding and interpretation, which was worse. This meant
that if the Spirit did not work within
the limits in which we worked and to
which we assigned him, it was not the
Holy Spirit at work at all, but Satan.
Not everything was bad, and we
inaugurated some life-touching experiences. Perhaps the period from I 94 2
to 1947 constituted one of the busiest five years of my whole life. During
that time the brethren started the
third congregation. Taking about three
dozen folk from Manchester Avenue
who Hved in the vicinity of Webster
Groves, they planted them in a decrepit structure purchased from a defunct
Pentecostal group. Emery Smith, who
had moved to the city from Salem,
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Missouri, agreed to look after this
group of humble people, and from the
start they had "a mind to work." Brother Smith, who supported himself by
hard manual toil at Missouri Bitumen
Corporation, spent his spare time
training, counselling and strengthening
the saints. Because of their relative
poverty the congregation at Manchester Avenue supplemented their contributions so they could meet their financial obligations.
Members of the other congregations
went from work each evening to labor
on the building. The sisters brought
the evening meal and served it and
there was a thirty minute prayer and
praise service every evening while eating the "love snack", after which all
returned to the task to continue until
midnight. We grew as a spiritual temple even as the material building became more habitable. On December
18, 1946, the brethren at Manchester
Avenue met to discuss the planting of
the fourth congregation, and to pray
for God to open up an effectual door
for the fulfillment of their plans. It is
interesting to recall that I was not even
in the city when any of the· congregations were started. All of them were
started by the elders who told me
about it when I returned from work
elsewhere.
I developed a series of tracts to use
in sowing the seed. We took advantage
of the latest printing techniques, employing modem typefaces and illustrative material. We used these in "saturation bombing", marking out areas
of the city in which we covered every
house. Brethren carried a supply with
them, distributing them at work,
passing them out on streetcars and
buses, putting them in letters to
friends and using them wherever
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opportunity was presented. At Man- my radio talks for the thirteen weeks
chester Avenue a tract rack was erec- were printed in book form. Some of
the titles of these little volumes are inted close to the sidewalk and kept
supplied. Other congregations in dis- dicative of their content, such as "The
tant states learned about them and Bible versus False Theories", "Proven
asked to purchase them, so that we Proverbs", "Storm Clouds Over America," "The Sermon on the Mount",
began printing them in lots of 50,000
"Happy Homes", "Actions in Acts",
at a time. Even to this day, in out-ofthe-way places I still run into stray and others like them.
It was late in I 945 1 got into the
copies of "This Way and That Way",
publishing
business in a very minor
"Daughters of the Horseleach", and
way.
I
brought
out a rather large cloth"Human Ostriches." They are yelbound volume under the title New
lowed and faded now!
Testament Questions, by E. M. Zerr. I
In 1943 we started a thirty minute
radio program called "The Church of followed this with a compilation of
Christ Hour." It was aired on Sunday some of the writings of W. G. Roberts
afternoons. Three singing groups alter- which we called Lessons From Yesternated, and when I was out of the city, day. ln 1946 we began to plan publication of Bible Commentary by E. M.
Hershel Ottwell directed the program
Zerr. It required a great deal of time,
and presented my talks from the script
I had prepared. Hershel and I had effort and money. Before it was comknown each other from boyhood in pleted it covered six volumes which
cost a total of almost $35,000. At the
Pike County, Illinois. He was younger
than I, but had been present when I outset it became apparent that Brother
presented my first talk at Old Pearl, Zerr was not trained to write this type
where his family also attended. He was . of material, in spite of his comprehena great fellow-workman and did an sive knowledge of the Bible. Cleona
Harvey, who was secretary to the dean
excellent job on the radio. One cannot
afford to make too many errors in a of the Indiana State School of Dentislive presentation. I do not recall Her- try, agreed to read and edit the entire
shel making any. The program aver- manuscript. The arrangement did not
aged a pulling power of 400 letters per suit Brother Zerr very well since he did
month. The greatest return for a not appreciate another telling him how
single speech was 468 pieces of mail. to say what he wanted to say. But
The manager wrote to inform us when I pointed out to him a whole lot
that the program was by far the most of typographical and other errors in
popular on the station. We never men- the first volume on which he had intioned money and never asked for a sisted correcting the proofs, and told
contribution, but we received enough him that I would not publish any
voluntary gifts to pay the entire cost further volumes without editing, he
some weeks. For a number of years reluctantly consented.
A Jot of the material was written in
after we closed the broadcasts I found
our
home. Brother Zerr refused to
individuals at various functions where
I was the speaker who told me, "I used work more than four hours daily on
to listen to you on the radio every the writing. He arose before 4:00 a.m.
and downed a couple of mugs of
Sunday." At the end of each quarter
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strong coffee and started promptly on
the hour. When 8:00 a.m. arrived he
stopped writing, even if he was in the
middle of a sheet of paper. He composed at the typewriter and produced
almost flawless copy insfar as margins
and the number of lines were concerned. He worked six days per week
and stayed with the stupendous task
until he became the only man in the
restoration movement to produce a
commentary on the entire word of
God. We brought out 3000 sets of six
volumes each, which means that we
sold 18,000 volumes. I coined the publicity phrase, "the commentary for the
common man", after hearing Brother
Zerr tell repeatedly how his cousin,
Noah Smith, at Sullivan, Illinois, had
said, "Now Eddie, if you do write a
commentary don't wade in too deep
and get over our heads. Just write it
for folks like me and act as if we don't
know nothin'."
Perhaps one of the most significant
things I did in Saint Louis was to begin
publication of a little monthly journal
called Missouri Mission Messenger. It
was originally intended to be a chronicle of activities and news events of our
party in the state. By keeping all of
the congregations informed as to what
was transpiring it was hoped we might
be encouraged to greater activity and
service to the Master. Gradually subscriptions began to come in from other
states and eventually it seemed appropriate to drop the word "Missouri"
and simply call it Mission Messenger.
It was no longer a provincial publication.
At the time of its inception we had
no idea that the paper would ever be
sent to more than 8,000 readers, upon
every continent of the globe, each
month. rt was only after I became con-
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vinced that what we termed "the
Church of Christ" was not identical
with the one body for which Jesus
died, but had been fashioned into a
party growing out of a historical attempt to restore the primitive order,
the paper really began to be read more
widely. The first article on fellowship
was printed in 1957 and brought both
public and private attacks
from
preaching brethren with whom I had
labored. After the initial hue and cry,
which I sought to answer in a spirit of
loving concern, the paper reached out
beyond our narrow and circumscribed
factional limits. It was almost as if my
own spiritual encounter had been
timed for supplying a deep need of
those who were growing tired of the
party spirit with its wrangling and
strife, its bitterness and hostility. But
more about that later!
As mid-1946 approached, plans for
my trip to Great Britain had progressed to the point that a date for
going and an itinerary abroad had been
worked out. Nell and I would leave
Saint Louis on Tuesday, February 18,
after I had finished the six-weeks annual Bible Study. It was a busy time of
preparation, but then something occurred to make it busier. In late September I was visited by a large delegation of preachers from the other
"Churches of Christ" in the area demanding that we debate the Bible College issue "once and for all." They
were inviting Dr. G. C. Brewer of
Memphis to represent their position
and asked if I was afraid to meet him.
I was not, and it turned out we had
two debates within three weeks of
each other, one in Saint Louis, the
other at Freed-Hardeman College during their lectureship.
Brother Brewer submitted his af-
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firmation which read: "The organization of schools and colleges as David
Lipscomb College (Nashville, Tennessee) for the purpose of teaching the
Bible and other subjects in connection,
is in harmony with God's Word, and
therefore scriptural." I signed it without a quibble. The debate was held in
the auditorium of the Saint Louis
House, the nights of December 16, 17,
18, 19. More than 600 persons attended each session. W. L. Totty moderated for Brother Brewer, E. M. Zerr
for me. Presiding over all sessions was
the Honorable William R. Schneider, a
nationally known jurist, author of the
Workmen's Compensation Law, and
formerly a candidate for governor of
Missouri.
It was evident our opposing brethren
had made a good choice in
Brother Brewer. He was distinguished
in appearance, an orator of note, and a
man of culture. He was a member of
the faculty of Harding College and had
been given his honorary degree of Doctor of Laws by the school. Many
brethren sympathetic with his views
flocked into Saint Louis, among them
being Eugene S. Smith, publisher of
Gospel Broadcast; Dr. George S. Benson, president of Harding College;
A. B. Barrett, president of Florida
Christian College; Frank L. Cox, of
Firm Foundation; Edward J. Craddock, of Chicago; G. A. Dunn, Sr., of
Dallas, Texas; and L. C. Sears, dean of
Harding College.
Unfortunately,
Brother
Brewer
jerked the rug out from under some of
his supporters by taking the position
that the schools were adjuncts to the
church and represented the church at
work. He said he had personally made
pleas for their support from the treasuries of the churches, and had urged
that they be put into the regular con-
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gretational budgets. A lot of brethren
who were on his side of the fence told
me that if what he said was correct
they were more sympathetic toward
my position than toward his.
Brother Brewer was so pleased with
the conduct manifested in the debate,
he suggested that the two of us hold a
series of "Lincoln-Douglas" type debates in all of the college autitoriums.
He further suggested that we begin at
Freed-Hardeman, and Dean Sears invited us to hold the second at Harding
College in Searcy, Arkansas. The
Freed-Hardeman debate was held before an overflow crowd on January 7.
We discarded the use of moderators
since both of us knew we could act as
gentlemen_ W. L. Totty acted as timekeeper for Brother Brewer, Fred Killebrew served in the same capacity for
me.
I took the position that the apostles
planted a school for teaching the Bible
in every city where they labored, and
that Jesus Christ was the president; the
apostles and evangelists were the recruiting and field agents to secure students for the institution; the elders
and others under them constituted the
faculty; every disciple was an enrolled
student, with the only textbook being
the Word of God. I asked him to find
the place where any of the apostles
ever created the kind of orgainzation
he was defending.
It was a great day and the two sessions were conducted in good order
with great response. At the close, N. B.
Hardeman arose and said that since I
had now taught in Freed-Hardeman I
might like a job on the faculty. I replied that if what I had taught was
true he would have to close down the
school, and if it were not true, he had
endorsed a false teacher and invited
him to become a part of the staff.
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Final statistics on the North American Christian Convention which it was
my privilege to attend in Cincinnati,
showed there were more than 25,000
in attendance, with an excellent turnout for workshops and forums which
covered many vital areas of thought
... I returned home to assist in a Vacation Bible Study with the little
group of saints meeting in Webster
Groves, Missouri. The attendance
reached 91 and it was a glorious season
of fellowship in the Lord . . . The
celebration of twenty years of freedom by the brethren who meet at
Random Road Chapel in Arkansas
City, Kansas, July 27-30 was a marvelous experience.
I was especially
thrilled that I could be there with
Leroy and Ouida as well as many other
fervent brothers and sisters, including
my brother Paul and his wife. Under
the guidance of Dr. Max Foster, the
congregation ignored false tests of fellowship and walls of hostility and
reached across lines to bring in those
who had a message of love and unity.
I spoke once and taught two lessons
from Ephesians .
. August 9-1 I I
was in Winston Salem, North Carolina
for the Southern Christian Youth Convention held in the lovely Convention
Center in the heart of the city. There
were some 1600 high school young
people present and it was a real blessing to me to speak to them. Five were
immersed one midnight in the swimming pool of the great Hyatt House
Hotel, and one was restored to a
greater sense of duty ... As a part of
its outreach program in the Saint
Louis area, the saints at Oak Hill

Chapel shared in a meeting at Webster
Groves in which Teddie Renollet and I
joined in the proclamation of the
Word. The interest was good ...
Nell
and I are sending free to any college or
university student a copy of my book
One in Christ. The request must be
made personally and inform us of the
name of the school where enrolled.
The supply is limited and we advise
you to write at once if you are interested. The address will be found at the
close of this column ... My complete
series of lectures on the Revelation letter can be secured in cassette form
from T. N. Ratliff, 9729 Calumet
Drive, Saint Louis, Missouri 63 I 3 7.
Write to him and enclose a stamp and
he will send you a complete list . . .
For a list of cassettes containing some
200 of my lectures, including special
forums on the charismatic movement,
send a large self-addressed stamped
envelope to Vernon H. Woods, 2413
Dale Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97401
. . . My latest book Talks to Jews and
Non-Jews is available for $4.95 from
either Restoration Review or from our
address . . . I will be speaking at the
Prairie Young Peoples Conference in
Calgary, Alberta, Canada October 2123 ... November 9-11 will find me at
Colonial Place Church of Chnst,
Hampton, Virginia in a seminar on The
Church, The Home and The Family
. . . November 15 I will be the speaker
at the annual Pre-Thanksgiving
Meeting at Alton, Illinois, with the
Franor Avenue congregation ...
Ner
vem ber I 8, 19 I will be addressing the
Indiana State Christian Youth Convention in Indianapolis ... December 2 I
will be addressing a meeting of The
Master's Men at Elkhart, Indiana, and
December 15 a men's Fellowship
meeting at Salem, Illinois ...
On De-
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cem ber 13 I am to speak again to the
Jews at the Messianic Forum in Saint
Louis ... I will be at Kentucky Christian College, Grayson, Kentucky, Jan-

READERSEXCHANGE
Pat wants you to know that he really appreciates your expression of love
and encouragement, and he sends you
and his brothers and sisters in the
Church of Christ his Jove. He has a special place in his heart for you all.
- Janet Fix, Pat Boone's secretary,
9255 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90069
Like my son, Bill Watkins, Sweet
Home, Or., and our Dayton friends,
the Dennis Bairds, we grab our copy
from the mail and devour it immediately while everything else waits. God
is blessing your efforts in ways you'll
probably never realize this side of
heaven. To Him be the glory - Right?
Hal and Betty Watkins, Dayton, WA.

(Right! - Ed.)
Your down home, informal tone is
appealing to me, and l believe it finds
emotional response in numbers of
people who l hope will continue in the
faith.
- Harold Sims, Tokyo, Japan
It is so nice to learn that l am not
the only one that thinks "different."
Keep up the good work. -- Rheba
Brady, Montgomery, Al.
I see more and more brethren shedding their party garments and accepting the freedom that Jesus offers. The
cry for freedom is beginning to rever-

uary 25-27. - W. Carl Ketcherside,
139 Signal Hill DriFe, Saint Louis,
Missouri 63 121

berate throughout Churches of Christ.
This is not wishful thinking. I'm convinced of it. The grassroots are tiring
of the burden of party dictates and are
longing for the rest of the Savior.
- John Trotter, University of Georgia
I began subscribing to your journal
earlier this year, and just recently purchased the bound volume for I 97 5-76.
This reading has made me more aware
of the fact that the positions and attitudes of "churches of Christ" today
are in many instances a far cry from
our restoration heritage. It whets my
appetite to dig into our restoration literature. - Dan Robers, I.ocust Grove,
OK.
We are planning a new fellowship of
Christians that will be knit together in
love. Believing in the essential unity of
Christ's body and that division is a
horrid evil, we welcome the fellowship
of all faithful immersed believers who
follow Christ. We plan to imitate the
early church as closely as possible. We
are anxious to receive inquiries from
interested people. - Phillip Kight, 200
S. Glenn Dr., 44-E, Camarillo, CA
930/0.
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A number of our readers are pleased
to have the Six Version New Testament, which has the six most popular
versions lined up side by side across
the page, and it is a durable, beautiful

RFSTOR.1

book.

\Ve can supply

it for

TIO!\' RFV!FW

12.95.

The '.:-volume set of Millennial Harby Alexander Campbell continues tu be a pupular item, despite the
fact that the 41 volume unah1idg:l·d sl'I
is now available, for it contains cream
or the larger set and 1s only 12.95.
bmger

We can now ,end you a fistful of
Carl Ketcherside's latest stuff: Talks to
Jews and Nun-Jews (5:25); The Tw;sl<d Scriptures
(3.25). The lJearh u/
the CiHf()dian (3.20); !!carcn /ldp Cs
(The Holy Spirit in Your Life). also
3 .20. Postage included.

1
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For 3.20 we will send you The War
Jr Was in Bihle Times, M.T. Gilbertson,
which opens up the scriptures by expL1inrng many of the old customs.

At my im1stcrn:c Ouida is now reading Jn/111 H11n1·a•1: The Tinker of Redfi»-d. We both say it is one of the most
absorbing books we've ever read. 3 .20.
"Sex is morally appropriate
only
for people who intt'nrl the total lifeunion that the act signifies ... ·s but one
of many w1,e Judgment:, ;;; Sex fiir
Chrirnan.1 by Le"is
Smedes, who
teaches at Fuller Seminary He t:ikes
up all the problems. in and out of
marriage. 3.20.
For a special price of 4.9 S (because
we have them on hand and they're literally wrapped in cellophane) we will
send you a beautiful. colorful Ch ifdrrn 's l,ii'ing Hzhl,·. Lots of illustrations. Boxed for a gift. Ideal for that
grandchild'

This volume will be bound into a hook at the close of this year under
title of Princ1p!es of Unity and Fellowship. We will bind only twice the
number we have advanced sales fur. so you should reserve a copy at once if
you want to he ,urc of getting orw. It will makh all our pn:vious bound
volumes. If you reserved a copy when you paid for the last one. you neC'd
not do any more, for your copy of the new one will be sent to you with
invoice enclosed. But ,Ct' urge .1·uu. reserve your copy for the new bound
volume at once. if you\, ant one.
We arc pleased that we can still sc,1d this journal lo you al only 3.50
per year when you suhscrihe for two years at a time. for 200 or more
pages for the year that is a bargain these days. When you send it to at least
four others beside yourself, the price 1s only 2.00 per name per year. We
hope you'll take advantage of this i,1expensive way of exposing other
interested people to what \,c are saying.

Leroy Garren, Editor
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